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(54) METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR SIGNAL PROCESSING WITH NEURAL NETWORKS

(57) Embodiments relate to an apparatus for
processing a received radio signal, the apparatus (1)
comprising means (5, 6, P; 41, 42) configured for:
- processing (S1) received radio signal data with a first
signal processing chain (41), wherein said first process-
ing chain (41) comprises at least one first processing
module (44, 45) configured for determining first output
data (y1, z1) based on said received radio signal data,
- processing (S1) said received radio signal data with a
second signal processing chain (42), wherein said sec-
ond processing chain (42) comprises at least one second
processing module (47, 49) configured for determining
an estimation (y2, z2) of said first output data (y1, z1)

based on said received radio signal data, and at least
one neural network (48, 50) configured for determining
second output data (y3, z3) based on said estimation (y2,
z2),
- updating (S2) parameters of said at least one neural
network (48, 50) based on a comparison between said
first output data (y1, z1) and said second output data (y3,
z3),
- after said updating (S2), processing (S4) said received
radio signal data with said second signal processing
chain (42), without applying said at least one first
processing module (44, 45).
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Description

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

[0001] The present invention relates to the field of signal processing. In particular, the present invention relates to a
method and an apparatus for processing received radio signal.

BACKGROUND

[0002] A wireless baseband processing receiver needs to perform Channel estimation, Demodulation and Turbo/LD-
PC/Polar decoding efficiently to retrieve the information correctly. Channel detection is a quite complex and time critical
operation that involves equalization and noise compensation which relies on efficient Parameter estimation algorithms.
For instance, a channel estimation algorithm based on well-known MMSE, zero forcing uses high dimensional matrix
inversion. Often these inverse matrices should be of high precision requiring closed loop tracking of varying channel
conditions. Similarly, the Demodulation involves computationally intensive operations to compute the log-likelihood ratio
(LLR) for the Turbo/LDPC/Polar decoder. Due to the complexity of the Channel estimation and Demodulation algorithms,
hardware realization of such functions may result in high power consumption and long latency.

SUMMARY

[0003] It is thus an object of embodiments of the present invention to propose a method and an apparatus for signal
processing, which do not show the inherent shortcomings of the prior art.
[0004] Accordingly, embodiments relate to an apparatus for processing a received radio signal, the apparatus com-
prising means configured for:

- processing received radio signal data with a first signal processing chain, wherein said first processing chain com-
prises at least one first processing module configured for determining first output data based on said received radio
signal data,

- processing said received radio signal data with a second signal processing chain, wherein said second processing
chain comprises at least one second processing module configured for determining an estimation of said first output
data based on said received radio signal data, and at least one neural network configured for determining second
output data based on said estimation,

- updating parameters of said at least one neural network based on a comparison between said first output data and
said second output data,

- after said updating, processing said received radio signal data with said second signal processing chain, without
applying said at least one first processing module.

[0005] In some embodiments, the at least one first processing module comprises a first channel estimation module
and said at least one second processing module comprises a second channel estimation module.
[0006] Said means may be further configured for updating parameters of said at least one neural network based on
a demodulation error of the output of the second channel estimation module, during said processing of said received
radio signal data with said second signal processing chain without applying said at least one first processing module.
[0007] In some embodiments, the at least one first processing module comprises a first demodulation module and the
at least one second processing module comprises a second demodulation module.
[0008] In some embodiments, said means are further configured for updating parameters of said at least one neural
network based on a decoding error of the output of the second demodulation module, during said processing of said
received radio signal data with said second signal processing chain without applying said at least one first processing
module.
[0009] In some embodiments, processing said received radio signal data with the first signal processing chain com-
prises determining a first codeword and processing said received radio signal data with the second signal processing
chain comprises determining a second codeword, wherein said means are further configured for repeating said processing
and said updating until a test determines that the first and second codewords are equals or that the bit error rates of
decoding the first and second codewords are equals.
[0010] In some embodiments, said means include at least one processor and at least one memory, the at least one
memory storing computer program code, the at least one memory and the computer program code being configured to,
with the at least one processor, cause the apparatus to at least in part perform the functions discussed above.
[0011] Embodiments also relate to a Method for processing signal data, executed by an apparatus, comprising:
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- processing received radio signal data with a first signal processing chain, wherein said first processing chain com-
prises at least one first processing module configured for determining first output data based on said received radio
signal data,

- processing said received radio signal data with a second signal processing chain, wherein said second processing
chain comprises at least one second processing module configured for determining an estimation of said first output
data based on said received radio signal data, and at least one neural network configured for determining second
output data based on said estimation,

- updating parameters of said at least one neural network based on a comparison between said first output data and
said second output data,

- after said updating, processing said received radio signal data with said second signal processing chain, without
applying said at least one first processing module.

[0012] Embodiments also relate to a computer program comprising instructions for performing the method mentioned
before when said instructions are executed by a computer. The computer program may be stored on a computer readable
medium. The computer readable medium may be a non-transitory computer readable medium.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0013] The above and other objects and features of the invention will become more apparent and the invention itself
will be best understood by referring to the following description of embodiments taken in conjunction with the accompa-
nying drawings wherein:

Figure 1 is a block diagram of a wireless communication device,
Figure 2 is a functional view of the baseband processing of the wireless communication device of Figure 1,
Figure 3 is a flowchart of a method for signal processing, and
Figure 4 is a structural view of the wireless communication device.

DESCRIPTION OF EMBODIMENTS

[0014] Figure 1 is a block diagram of a wireless communication device 1. The wireless communication device 1
comprises at least one antenna 2, a radio-frequency module 3 and a baseband processor 4. The wireless communication
device 1 may be a wireless receiver/transmitter or a wireless receiver.
[0015] The radio-frequency module 3 converts, by frequency shifting, filtering and analog to digital conversion, a radio
signal r(t) captured by the antenna 2 into received radio signal data RS. The received radio signal data RS comprises
for example successive received samples, which are digital vectors representing a determined part of the radio signal,
for example an appropriate part of an OFDM signal.
[0016] The baseband processor 4 converts received radio signal data RS into successive detected codewords CW.
Detailed functioning of the baseband processor 4 will be described hereafter with reference to Figures 2 and 3.
[0017] The wireless communication device 1 may comprises other elements not shown of Figure 1, e.g. for wireless
transmitter, user interface, data storage and processing... The wireless communication device 1 may be a user device,
e.g. a smart phone, or a network element, e.g. a wireless access point or a cellular network base station... The radio-
frequency module 3 and the baseband processor 4 may be located in a common housing, or located in different housing
and connected by an appropriate link. The wireless communication device 1 may use a wireless communication standard
for communication, e.g. IEEE Wi-Fi, 3GPP 3G, 4G, 5G...
[0018] Figure 2 is a functional block diagram of the baseband processor 4. The baseband processor 4 comprises two
processing chains: a signal processing chain 41 and a signal processing chain 42.
[0019] The signal processing chain 41 converts received radio signal data RS into detected codewords CW1. The
signal processing chain 41 comprises a Fast Fourier Transform module 43, a Channel Estimation module 44, a Demod-
ulation module 45 and a decoder module 46.
[0020] The Fast Fourier Transform module 43 converts the received radio signal data RS into the frequency domain
and outputs successive vectors x1. The channel estimation module 44 performs channel estimation based on the vectors
x1, and output successive vectors y1 which are the corrected version of the vectors x1 using its estimated channel state
information (CSI), e.g. gain, phase, timing information. The Demodulation module 45 performs soft demodulation, e.g.
determination of a soft value call Log Likelihood Ratio (LLR) for each received bit. The Demodulation module output
successive vectors z1 of LLR values. The decoder module 46 determines successive codewords CW1 based on the
vectors z1, by applying a decoding technique such as LDPC/Turbo/Polar... decoding.
[0021] The signal processing chain 42 converts received radio signal data RS into detected codewords CW2. The
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signal processing chain 42 comprises the Fast Fourier Transform module 43 (which is common to both processing
chains), a Channel Estimation module 47, a first neural network 48, a Demodulation module 59, a second neural network
50 and a decoder module 51.
[0022] The channel estimation module 47 performs channel estimation based on the vectors x1, and output successive
vectors y2 which are the corrected version of the vector x1 based on its estimated channel state information (CSI), e.g.
gain, phase, timing information. When comparing the channel estimation modules 44 and 47, the channel estimation
module 44 uses a more accurate estimation algorithm than the channel estimation module 47. In other words, a vector
y2 may be seen as an estimation or approximation of a corresponding vector y1. Consequently, the channel estimation
module 44 consumes more processing resources than the channel estimation module 47. The neural network 48, once
trained, determines a vector y3 based on a vector x1 and corresponding vector y2. More specifically, the trained neural
network 48 aims at correcting the vector y2 to match the corresponding vector y1. The neural network 48 is for example
a feedforward deep neural network. Training of the neural network 48 is described in more details hereafter. Accordingly,
together, the channel estimation module 47 and the trained neural network 48 are capable to output a vector y3 based
on a vector x1, which match a corresponding vector y1, but consume less processing resources and may efficiently be
implemented on a more general-purpose processor than the channel estimation module 44.
[0023] The Demodulation module 49 performs soft demodulation, e.g. determination of a soft value call Log Likelihood
Ratio (LLR) for each received bit. The Demodulation module 49 output successive vectors z2 of LLR values based on
corresponding vectors y3. When comparing the Demodulation modules 45 and 49, the Demodulation module 45 uses
a more accurate estimation algorithm than the Demodulation module 49. In other words, a vector z2 may be seen as an
estimation or approximation of a corresponding vector z1. Consequently, the Demodulation module 45 consumes more
processing resources than the Demodulation module 49. The neural network 50, once trained, determines a vector z3
based on a vector y3 and corresponding vector z2. More specifically, the neural network 50 aims at correcting a vector
z2 to match the corresponding vector z1. The neural network 50 is for example a feedforward deep neural network.
Training of the neural network 50 is described in more details hereafter. Accordingly, together, the Demodulation module
49 and the trained neural network 50 are capable to output a vector z3 based on a vector y3, which match a corresponding
vector z1, but consume less processing resources than the Demodulation module 45.
[0024] The decoder module 51 determines successive codewords CW2 based on the vectors z3, by performing LD-
PC/Turbo/Polar/any other channel decoding techniques. In some embodiment, the decoder module 51 may apply a
neural network.
[0025] When comparing the processing chains 41 and 42, the processing chain 41 may be seen as a « classical »
receiver, which rely on high accuracy algorithms for channel estimation and demodulation, but requires a higher level
of processing resources. In contrast, the processing chain 42 may be seen as a « neural network-based » receiver,
which rely on lower accuracy algorithms for channel estimation and demodulation, and thus requires a lower level of
processing resources, and involves trained neural networks to compensate the use of lower accuracy algorithm. In some
embodiments, this concept of using a lower accuracy algorithm combined with a trained neural network is applied to the
channel estimation only, or to the demodulation only or channel decoding only.
[0026] Figure 3 is a flowchart of a method for signal processing, illustrating the functioning of the baseband processor
4. The functioning involves a training phase (steps S1 to S3) and an inference phase (Step S4). The method of Figure
3 is executed by the wireless communication device 1, in particular by the baseband processor 4.
[0027] In the training phase, both processing chains 41 and 42 process received radio signal data RS in parallel (Step
S1). Accordingly, the processing chain 41 determines codewords CW1 based on received radio signal data RS, and
this involves determining the intermediate vectors x1, y1 and z1. In parallel, the processing chain 42 determines codewords
CW2 based on received radio signal data RS, and this involves determining the intermediate vectors x1, y2, y3, z2 and
z3. This is repeated iteratively for successive received samples of the received radio signal data RS and codewords
CW1, CW2.
[0028] At each iteration of the training phase, the baseband processor 4 updates the parameters of the neural network
48 based on a comparison between the vectors y3 and y1, and the parameters of the neural network 50 based on a
comparison between the vectors z3 and z1 (step S2). For example, for given values of the vectors x1, y1 and y2, weights
of the neural network 47 are updated by applying the SGD algorithm, taking the mean square error between vectors y3
and y1 as loss function. Similarly, for given values of the vectors y3, z1 and z2, weights of the neural network 50 are
updated by applying the SGD algorithm, taking the mean square error between vectors z3 and z1 as loss function. In
embodiments wherein the decoder module 51 uses a neural network, training is also performed for this neural network.
[0029] Steps S1 and S2 are repeated until a completion test is satisfied (step S3). The completion test may be for
example: Both processing chains 41 and 42 give the same output, i.e. CW1 =CW2, or the bit error rate of decoding CW1
and CW2 are equals.
[0030] In the inference phase, only the processing chain 42 processes received radio signal data RS (Step S4).
Accordingly, the processing chain 42 determines codewords CW2 based on received samples, and this involves deter-
mining the intermediate vectors x1, y2, y3, z2 and z3. In the inference phase, the processing chain 41 is not active.
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Accordingly, the Channel Estimation module 44, the Demodulation module 45 and the decoder module 46 do not process
signal data, and no codeword CW1 or intermediate vectors y1 and z1 is determined.
[0031] In the wireless communication device 1, in the inference phase, codewords CW2 may be determined based
on received samples of the received radio signal data RS with the use of simple algorithms for channel estimation and/or
demodulation combined with trained neural networks. This requires less processing resources (e.g. less energy, time,
memory, processor cycles...) than the use of more complex algorithms for channel estimation and/or demodulation.
Moreover, in the training phase, the processing chain 41 allows to obtain data for training the neural networks without
the need to rely on separate input of training data or to obtain trained neural network from an external source.
[0032] We now describe examples of channel estimation techniques that may be used by the channel estimation
modules 44 and 47, for example in the case of an OFDM receiver.
[0033] The channel estimation problem involves estimating the channel distortion based on known pilot symbols
introduced at known carriers in the transmitted OFDM symbol. Two well-known techniques are zero forcing and Minimum
Mean Square Error (MMSE).
[0034] Assuming P pilots are inserted at kth location in the transmitted sequence, p(k) is the transmitted pilot sequence
and h(n) is the channel, the received pilot symbol x1(k) can be expressed as the received pilot sequence 

k = 0 ... P - 1 = location of pilots in the received sequence
[0035] The job of the channel estimation is to find the correct h(n) based on the received pilots.
[0036] The Zero forcing solution is given by: h = p1

-1x1: This solution is simple as it involves inverse of a pilot symbols,
but it is noise prone because at low SNR region it tends to amplify received noise.

[0037] The MMSE solution is given by:  where Rpx1 = pTx1, Rpp = pTp: This solution is better but
more complex than the simple zero-forcing equalization as this involves matrix multiplication and inverse operations.
[0038] Accordingly, in some embodiments, the channel estimation module 44 applies the MMSE solution and the
channel estimation module 47 applies the Zero forcing solution. Channel state matrix h(n) thus computed is used to
determine y2, as y2 = h(n)*x1, where * is the multiplication operation.
[0039] For training the neural network 48, as use case, let’s assume zero forcing equalizer for channel equalization
module 47 with input x1 and output y2 (as shown in Figure 1). The channel estimation module 44 (MMSE or better
algorithm) provides the desired output y1. During initial training phase, the neural network 48 is trained to output y3 such
that the mean square error (MSE) between vectors y1 and y3 is zero:

[0040] We now describe example of demodulation techniques applied by the demodulation modules 45 and 49.
[0041] To enable optimum performance at the decoding stage, soft demodulation is normally proposed. Soft demod-
ulation involves computation of soft value, called Log-Likelihood Ratio (LLR) for each received bit. The LLR (Lm) for the
m-th bit bm of a received symbol s = y1 can be given as 

[0042] Assuming a distortion by Gaussian noise, and the noise on real and imaginary part is independent and identically
distributed Gaussian variable then the above formula becomes: 

[0043] Where SNRi is the Signal-to-Noise Ratio on symbol i.
[0044] The above formula is computationally complex and expensive to implement in hardware as it involves logarith-
mic, division, exponent, and square operations. Hence, the max-log-MAP approximated version is proposed: 

^
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[0045] The above formula needs to calculate the distance between si and all constellation points, and the computation
becomes complex for larger constellations, i.e. 64QAM and 256QAM. A less computationally-intensive algorithm is
proposed. For 16-QAM, the proposed formula is 

Where,  
[0046] A much-simplified formula is proposed in the working 5G standards. The simplified formula for 16QAM is given
below:

[0047] Using the different simplified formulae above for computing the LLR reduces the hardware complexity but
comes at the cost of performance degradation. The proposed solution in the wireless communication device 1 compen-
sates the loss of performance degradation by introducing a neural network 50 after the demodulation module 49.
[0048] The inputs to the demodulator is the received frequency samples s (=y1 or y3) after the channel estimation
phase and the SNR of the channel (which is an external input). In some embodiments, the demodulation module 45
uses the demodulation algorithm (1) listed above and the demodulation module 49 uses one of the approximate demod-
ulation algorithms (2)-(4).
[0049] During the training phase, the neural network 50 is trained until there is zero difference in the bit error rate
between the Decoded CW1 and CW2.
[0050] In some embodiment, the wireless communication device 1 also comprises a weights update module 52 and/or
a weights update module 53. More specifically, the signal processing chain 42 comprises the weights update module
52 and/or the weights update module 53.
[0051] During the inference phase, the neural network 48 is on-the-fly fine-tuned iteratively by the weights update
module 52 to output y3 such that: 

[0052] Similarly, during the inference phase, the neural network 50 is on-the-fly fine-tuned iteratively by the weights
update module 53 to output z3 such based on the bit error rate of CW2.
[0053] Figure 4 is a structural view of the wireless communication device 1, according to some embodiments. More
specifically, in some embodiment, the baseband processor 4 comprises at least one processor 5 and at least one memory
6. The at least one memory 6 stores computer program code P. The at least one memory 6 and the computer program
code P are configured to, with the at least one processor 5, cause the wireless communication device 1 to at least in
part perform the method of Figure 3.
[0054] It should be noted that although examples of methods have been described with a specific order of steps, this
does not exclude other implementations. In particular, the described steps may be executed in another order, partially
or totally in parallel...
[0055] It is to be remarked that the functions of the various elements shown in the figures may be provided through
the use of dedicated hardware as well as hardware capable of executing software in association with appropriate software.

^

^
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When provided by a processor, the functions may be provided by a single dedicated processor, by a single shared
processor, or by a plurality of individual processors, some of which may be shared, for example in a cloud computing
architecture. Moreover, explicit use of the term "processor" should not be construed to refer exclusively to hardware
capable of executing software, and may implicitly include, without limitation, digital signal processor (DSP) hardware,
network processor, application specific integrated circuit (ASIC), field programmable gate array (FPGA), read only
memory (ROM) for storing software, random access memory (RAM), and non-volatile storage. Other hardware, con-
ventional and/or custom, may also be included. Their function may be carried out through the operation of program logic,
through dedicated logic, through the interaction of program control and dedicated logic, or even manually, the particular
technique being selectable by the implementer as more specifically understood from the context.
[0056] It should be further appreciated by those skilled in the art that any block diagrams herein represent conceptual
views of illustrative circuitry embodying the principles of the invention. Similarly, it will be appreciated that any flow charts
represent various processes which may be substantially represented in computer readable medium and so executed
by a computer or processor, whether or not such computer or processor is explicitly shown.
[0057] While the principles of the invention have been described above in connection with specific embodiments, it is
to be clearly understood that this description is made only by way of example and not as a limitation on the scope of the
invention, as defined in the appended claims.

Claims

1. Apparatus (1) for processing a received radio signal, the apparatus (1) comprising means (5, 6, P; 41, 42) configured
for:

- processing (S1) received radio signal data with a first signal processing chain (41), wherein said first processing
chain (41) comprises at least one first processing module (44, 45) configured for determining first output data
(y1, z1) based on said received radio signal data,
- processing (S1) said received radio signal data with a second signal processing chain (42), wherein said
second processing chain (42) comprises at least one second processing module (47, 49) configured for deter-
mining an estimation (y2, z2) of said first output data (y1, z1) based on said received radio signal data, and at
least one neural network (48, 50) configured for determining second output data (y3, z3) based on said estimation
(y2, z2),
- updating (S2) parameters of said at least one neural network (48, 50) based on a comparison between said
first output data (y1, z1) and said second output data (y3, z3),
- after said updating (S2), processing (S4) said received radio signal data with said second signal processing
chain (42), without applying said at least one first processing module (44, 45).

2. Apparatus according to claim 1, wherein said at least one first processing module comprises a first channel estimation
module (44) and said at least one second processing module comprises a second channel estimation module (47).

3. Apparatus according to claim 2, wherein said means are further configured for updating parameters of said at least
one neural network based on a demodulation error of the output of the second channel estimation module (47),
during said processing (S4) of said received radio signal data with said second signal processing chain (42) without
applying said at least one first processing module (44, 45,46).

4. Apparatus according to any one of claims 1 to 3, wherein said at least one first processing module comprises a first
demodulation module (45) and said at least one second processing module comprises a second demodulation
module (49).

5. Apparatus according to claim 4, wherein said means are further configured for updating parameters of said at least
one neural network based on a decoding error of the output of the second demodulation module (50), during said
processing (S4) of said received radio signal data with said second signal processing chain (42) without applying
said at least one first processing module (44, 45, 46).

6. Apparatus according to any one of claims 1 to 5, wherein processing said received radio signal data with the first
signal processing chain (41) comprises determining a first codeword (CW1) and processing said received radio
signal data with the second signal processing chain (42) comprises determining a second codeword (CW2), wherein
said means are further configured for repeating said processing (S1) and said updating (S2) until a test (S3) deter-
mines that the first and second codewords are equals or that the bit error rates of decoding the first and second
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codewords are equals.

7. Apparatus according to any one of claims 1 to 6, wherein said means include at least one processor (5) and at least
one memory (6), the at least one memory storing computer program code (P), the at least one memory and the
computer program code being configured to, with the at least one processor, cause the apparatus to at least in part
perform said processing (S1, S4) and updating (S2).

8. Method for processing signal data, executed by an apparatus, comprising:

- processing (S1) received radio signal data with a first signal processing chain (41), wherein said first processing
chain (41) comprises at least one first processing module (44, 45) configured for determining first output data
(y1, z1) based on said received radio signal data,
- processing (S1) said received radio signal data with a second signal processing chain (42), wherein said
second processing chain (42) comprises at least one second processing module (47, 49) configured for deter-
mining an estimation (y2, z2) of said first output data (y1, z1) based on said received radio signal data, and at
least one neural network (48, 50) configured for determining second output data (y3, z3) based on said estimation
(y2, z2),
- updating (S2) parameters of said at least one neural network (48, 50) based on a comparison between said
first output data (y1, z1) and said second output data (y3, z3),
- after said updating (S2), processing (S4) said received radio signal data with said second signal processing
chain (42), without applying said at least one first processing module (44, 45).

9. Computer program (P) comprising instructions for performing the method of claim 8 when said instructions are
executed by a computer.
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